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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

The lead developer at your company reports that adding new application features takes longer than expected due to a
large accumulated technical debt. 

You need to recommend changes to reduce the accumulated technical debt. 

Solution: You recommend increasing the code duplication. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead reduce the code complexity. 

Reference: https://dzone.com/articles/fight-through-the-pain-how-to-deal-with-technical 

 

QUESTION 2

You are deploying a server application that will run on a Server Core installation of Windows Server 2019. 

You create an Azure key vault and a secret. 

You need to use the key vault to secure API secrets for third-party integrations. 

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Configure RBAC for the key vault. 

B. Modify the application to access the key vault. 

C. Configure a Key Vault access policy. 

D. Deploy an Azure Desired State Configuration (DSC) extension. 

E. Deploy a virtual machine that uses a system-assigned managed identity. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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BE: An app deployed to Azure can take advantage of Managed identities for Azure resources, which allows the app to
authenticate with Azure Key Vault using Azure AD authentication without credentials (Application ID and
Password/Client Secret) stored in the app. 

C: 

1.

 Select Add Access Policy. 

2.

 Open Secret permissions and provide the app with Get and List permissions. 

3.

 Select Select principal and select the registered app by name. Select the Select button. 

4.

 Select OK. 

5.

 Select Save. 

6.

 Deploy the app. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/security/key-vault-configuration 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure subscription that contains four Azure virtual machines 

You need to configure the virtual machines to use a single identity. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

Ensure that the credentials for the identity are managed automatically. 

Support granting privileges to the identity. 

Which type of identity should you use? 

A. a service principal 

B. a user-assigned managed identity 

C. a system-assigned managed identity 

D. a user account 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: System-assigned managed identities enable Azure resources to authenticate to cloud services without
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storing credentials in code. They also support granting privileges to the identity, making them the ideal choice for this
scenario. Source: Microsoft 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You use Git for source control. 

You need to optimize the performance of a repository. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

Permanently remove all items referenced only in the reflog. 

Remove history that is NOT in any current branch. 

How should you complete the command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Explanation: 

Box 1: reflog 

Permanently remove all items referenced only in the reflog. 

You need, specifically, the --expire-unreachable option: 

git reflog expire --expire=90.days.ago --expire-unreachable=now --all 

Box 2: gc 

Remove history that is NOT in any current branch. 

In most cases, users will not need to call git prune directly, but should instead call git gc, which handles pruning along
with many other housekeeping tasks. 

git-gc - Cleanup unnecessary files and optimize the local repository 

SYNOPSIS 

git gc [--aggressive] [--auto] [--quiet] [--prune= | --no-prune] [--force] [--keep-largest-pack] 

Options include: 

--prune= 

Prune loose objects older than date (default is 2 weeks ago, overridable by the config variable gc.pruneExpire).
--prune=now prunes loose objects regardless of their age and increases the risk of corruption if another process is
writing to the 

repository concurrently; see "NOTES" below. --prune is on by default. 
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Box 3: now 

Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49067898/git-remove-old-reflog-entries 

https://git-scm.com/docs/git-prune https://git-scm.com/docs/git-gc 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company has a project in Azure DevOps. 

You need to ensure that when there are multiple builds pending deployment, only the most recent build is deployed. 

What should you use? 

A. deployment conditions 

B. deployment queue settings 

C. release gates 

D. pull request triggers 

Correct Answer: B 

The options you can choose for a queuing policy are: 

1. 

Number of parallel deployments 

2. 

If you specify a maximum number of deployments, two more options appear: 

-Deploy all in sequence 

- Deploy latest and cancel the others: Use this option if you are producing releases faster than builds, and you only want
to deploy the latest build. Incorrect Answers: 

C: Release gates allow automatic collection of health signals from external services, and then promote the release when
all the signals are successful at the same time or stop the deployment on timeout. Typically, gates are used in
connection with incident management, problem management, change management, monitoring, and external approval
systems. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/process/stages?tabs=classicandview=azure-
devops#queuing-policies 
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